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Basic	concepts:	
	Non-Newtonian	fluids	

Rheology-	from	Greek:	ῥέω	rhéō,	"flow"	and	-λoγία,	-logia,	"study	of"	



Basic	concepts:	
	Non-Newtonian	fluids	

•  Bingham	model	

•  Power	law	



An	introduc4on	to	micellar	solu4ons	

What	is	a	micelle?	



An	introduc4on	to	micellar	solu4ons	

Surfactants	are	usually	organic	compounds	that	are	
amphiphilic	 (which	 means	 they	 contain	 both	
hydrophobic	 groups	 (their	 tails)	 and	 hydrophilic	
groups	(their	heads)).	

Polar	

Non-Polar	



But	 if	 the	 surfactants	 are	 molecules	 that	
have	 both	 hydrophobic	 and	 hydrophilic	
groups,	 what	 happen	 when	 you	 mix	 them	
with	water	(considering	the	water	is	polar)?	





•  If	 the	 concentra4on	 of	 surfactant	 is	 increased,	 the	 number	 of	
molecules	 of	 surfactant	 is	 bigger,	 and	 (and	 considering	 there	will	
not	be	enough	space	in	the	surface	(saturated	surface))	

•  The	system	has	to	find	a	way	to	be	stable	



Polar	group	

Water		
molecules	



Surfactant	CTAT	

Cetyltrimethylammonium	p	–	
toluenesulfonate	
	
•  Molecular	weight:	455.74	g/

mol	
•  Ca)onic	surfactant	

Above	 3%	 of	 this	 surfactant,	
complex	 micellar	 structures	 are	
observed		
	

Chemical structure 
of CTAT 

C19H42N•C7H7O3S	



Micellar	structures	



Micellar	structures	
The	morphology	of	the	micellar	structures	depends	on	how	big	is	the	head	of	
the	polar	group,	the	length	and	number	of	tails,	the	charge	of	the	surfactant	
(anionic,	ca4onic,	etc),	salinity,	temperature	and	flow	condi)ons.	
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•  Usually,	 the	 structural	 parameter,	 which	 has	 to	 be	 obtained	 from	
experimental	data,	is	related	to	a	measurable	rheological	property.		

•  The	viscosity	(η)	has	been	used	as	a	measure	of	structure.	
•  The	viscosity	 is	propor4onal	 to	 the	 instantaneous	number	of	 structural	

points	(concentra4on	of	linear	chains	and	of	the	entagled	network).		



How	do	you	expect	the	viscosity	
will	be	for	both	linear	chains	and	

satured	network?	



Low	
values	

Large	
values	



Let’s	define	the	fluidity	as	the	inverse	of	the	viscosity	

Large	
values	

Low	
values	





•  A	 force	 is	 applied	 to	 this	 fluid.	 That	means	 the	 force	will	make	 the	micellar	
solu4on	flow	(It	will	induce	a	velocity	field,	and	therefore	a	gradient	velocity).	

•  If	the	force	applied	(stress)	is	increased,	it	will	eventually	destroy	the	complex	
micellar	 structures	 (branched	 and	 satured	 network)	 which	 leads	 to	 the	
forma4on	of	linear	chains	

Force	
Deforma4on	rate	

At	a	given	temperature	
and	 concentra4on	 of	
surfactant	

.	This	process	is	know	as	the	breakdown	of	the	structures	
	
The	bigger	the	force,	faster	the	breakdown	process	
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•  The	breakdown	process	can	be	described	as	a	kine4c	equa4on.		
•  When	 the	 structure	 breaks	 down	 due	 to	 flow,	 viscosity	 consequently	

decreases	
Force	

Deforma4on	rate	

At	a	given	temperature	
and	concentra4on	of	
surfactant	



•  But	 the	 process	 can	 be	 reversible.	 That	means	 it	 could	 be	 possible	 that	 the	
linear	 chains	 can	 form	 again	 the	 complex	 structures	 (because	 they	 are	 s4ll	
close	to	each	other).	This	process	is	known	as	reforma)on.	

Force	
Deforma4on	rate	



•  The	 viscosity	 depends	 on	 the	 actual	 level	 of	 the	 fluid	 structure,	 the	 stress	
applied,	the	deforma4on	history	and	on	the	temperature.	

•  	This	means	the	cons4tu4ve	equa4on	that	describe	the	behaviour	of	the	fluid	
must	be	 coupled	with	a	 kine4c	equa4on	 that	 could	describe	 the	breakdown	
and	the	reforma4on	processes	of	the	fluid.	So	how	do	we	model	this?	



•  The	rheological	func4ons	(stress,	deforma4on	rate	and	fluidity)	for	this	
kind	of	fluids	can	be	described	by	a	set	of	two	equa4ons:	

1.  One	is	a	cons4tu4ve	equa4on	that	gives	the	instantaneous	stress	τ	as	a	
func4on	of	the	instantaneous	kinema4cs	D(r,	t)	for	every	possible	state	
of	the	structure	

2.  The	other	is	a	kine4c	equa4on	that	describes	the	rate	of	change	of	the	
degree	of	structure	s(r,	t)	with	the	instantaneous	kinema4cs	



The	Bau4sta-Manero-Puig	model	
1.	Maxwell	model	



The	BMP	model	
1.	Maxwell	model	

Stress	Tensor	
τ(r,t)		

Fluidity	ϕ(r,t)		Elas)c	
modulus		

Codeforma)onal	
deriva)ve	

Direc)onal	deriva)ve	
of	the	stress	tensor	

Deforma)on	
tensor	



The	BMP	model	
2.	Friedrickson’s	kine4c	equa4on:	kine4c	equa4on	for	the	destruc4on	and	construc4on	of	
structure		



The	BMP	model	

Direc)onal	
deriva)ve	of	the	

fluidity	

Structural	
relaxa)on	)me	

Fluidity	at	low	
shear	rates	

Fluidity	at	high	
shear	rates	

Shear-banding	
parameter	Kine)c	constant	

Modulus	of	the	
deforma)on	rate	

tensor	



The	equa4on	represents	a	balance	between	the	two	processes.	



The	equa4on	represents	a	balance	between	the	two	processes.	

•  Spontaneous	 buildup	 of	
viscosity	 (breakdown	 of	
the	fluidity)	

•  Always	 occurs	 whenever	
the	 fluidity	 ϕ	 becomes	
greater	than	ϕ0	

•  The	 process	 must	 vanish	
when	ϕ=	ϕ0	



Work	done	on	the	
system	or	

Viscous	dissipa)on	

The	equa4on	represents	a	balance	between	the	two	processes.	

•  Spontaneous	 buildup	 of	
viscosity	 (breakdown	 of	
the	fluidity)	

•  Always	 occurs	 whenever	
the	 fluidity	 ϕ	 becomes	
greater	than	ϕ0	

•  The	 process	 must	 vanish	
when	ϕ=	ϕ0	

•  Breakdown	 of	 viscosity	
(buildup	of	the	fluidity)	

•  Occurs	 whenever	 sheark	
work	 is	 done	 on	 the	
material	 and	 when	 the	
fluidity	ϕ	is	less	than	ϕ∞	

•  The	 process	 must	 vanish	
when	ϕ=	ϕ∞	



BMP	model	with	difussion	



Simple-shear	flow	



Cauchy		
equa)on	

Shear	
	rate	

Shear	
	rate	





Considering	 the	 fluidity	
does	 not	 depend	 on	 the	
posi4on	



So	the	couple	system	of	equa4ons	is	reduced	to:	



In	steady	state,	the	equa4ons	are	reduced	to:	



Combining	the	equa4ons,	we	get:	



Simple-shear	flow	of	micellar	solu4ons	
of	CTAT	

BMP	model	parameters	for		a	micellar	solu9on	of	5%	CTAT	(25°C)		



Simple-shear	flow	of	micellar	solu4ons	
of	CTAT	

BMP	model	parameters	for		a	micellar	solu9on	of	5%	CTAT	(25°C)		

Shear-Thinning	fluid	or	
pseudoplas)c	



Roots	of	the	cubic	equa4on	
The	 nature	 of	 the	 roots	 of	 a	 cubic	 equa4on	 depends	 on	 the	
following	parameters:	

If	we	fix	a	value	of	shear	stress	(and	if	the	parameter	values	are	
known),	we	can	compute:	
•  the	values	of	the	coefficients	of	the	cubic	equa4on		
•  The	values	of	q,	r	and	R	
•  And	 therefore,	 we	 can	 solve	 the	 cubic	 equa4on,	 solving	 for	

the	fluidity	ϕ	
•  And	finally	the	shear	rate	



Roots	of	the	cubic	equa4on	

•  1	real	root	
•  2	 c o n j u g a t e	

complex	roots	
	

3	real	roots	
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3	real	roots	
	

Bifurca4on	point	
	











Plateau-Shear	stress	



Plateau-Shear	stress	



Plateau-Shear	stress	

Phase-transi)on	



Shear-banding		



For	our	micellar	solu4on		

Zone	 I-Zone	of	 satured	
network	 and	 branched	
chains			

Zone	II-Zone	of	linear	
chains	

B.P	2	

B.P	1	



Ideal	gas	law	
The	state	of	an	amount	of	gas	is	determined	by	its	pressure,	volume,	and	
temperature.		



Van	der	Waals	equa4on	and	
isothermals	

It	 is	 a	 modifica4on	 to	 and	 improvement	 of	 the	 ideal	 gas	 law,	 taking	 into	
account	 the	 nonzero	 size	 of	 atoms	 and	 molecules	 and	 the	 ajrac4on	
between	them.	
	
Van	 der	 Waals	 received	 the	 Nobel	 prize	 in	 1910	 for	 "his	 work	 on	 the	
equa4on	of	state	for	gases	and	liquids”		
	
Although	 the	 van	 der	 Waals	 equa9on	 fails	 to	 accurately	 model	 observed	
experimental	 behaviour	 (it	 is	 not	used	 for	 calcula4ons	 intended	 to	predict	
real	behaviour),	it	is	useful	only	for	teaching	and	qualita4ve	purposes	



•  Empirical	correc4ons	have	been	inserted	into	the	van	der	Waals	model	

Peng-Robinson	equa)on	



Van	der	Waals	equa4on	and	
isothermals	

pe	

pc	



Van	der	Waals	equa4on	and	
isothermals	

Liq	

Gas	

L-G	

R	 and	B	 are	 bifurca4on	points	
(onset	of	the	phase	transi4on)	

pe	

pc	

A	and	D	are	the	binodals	(so	O	
and	D)	

Vapor	
pressure	





In	a	situa4on	where	the	mul4ple-steady	states	
phenomenon	is	present,	how	can	we	now	which	

state	is	the	most	stable?		



Thermodynamical	poten)al	 Mechanical	poten)al	

Any	system	always	prefers	to	be	in	the	lowest	
energy	state	(or	with	the	lowest	poten)al)				



Thermodynamical	poten)al	 Mechanical	poten)al	



Thermodynamical	poten)al	 Mechanical	poten)al	

•  Comes	 from	 non-linear	 irreversible	
thermodynamics	

•  Comes	 from	 chaos	 theory.	 Basically,	
we	 define	 the	 following	 change	 of	
variable:	

Bifurca4on	point	



Equally	
stable	

Equally	
stable	

Totally	
unstable	



The	depth	in	both	of	
the	 poten4als	 is	 the	
s a m e	 f o r	 t h e	
b i n o d a l s . 	 T h a t	
means	the	plateau	is	
s t ab le ,	 and	 the	
linear	chains	and	the	
entangled	 network	
can	coexist	





Most	
stable	

Meta	
stable	

Totally	
unstable	



Most	
stable	

Meta	
stable	

Totally	
unstable	



Cri4cal	point	
•  No	more	phase-transi4on	
•  We	 found	 that	 in	 the	 cri4cal	 point,	 the	 first	
and	second	bifurca4on	points,	and	the	plateau	
have	the	same	numerical	value	

	

	

Condi)on	of	plateau	 Condi)on	of	bifurca)on	
point	

Condi)on	of	cri)cal	point	
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